Paracord Handle Wrap

Materials:
10-20 ft of 550 paracord
Axe, knife or other handle

{Cost for this project starts at $1.99}

**Step 1:** Bring one end of the paracord down the length of your handle. Bring the cord back up keeping the length for your wrap. These will be inside your wrap.

**Step 2:** Form a loop at the top with the working end of your paracord as shown.

**Step 3:** Bring the working end around the back of your handle going from the right to the left side.

**Step 4:** Pull the working end up through the loop formed in step 2 to form a second loop.
Step 5: Tighten the first loop by pulling on side A of the second loop or the non-working end of the loop.

Step 6: Bring the working end around the back of the handle, this time going from the left to the right side.

Step 7: Pull the working end up through the loop to form a new loop and tighten the old loop by pulling the non-working end of the new loop. Repeat steps 3 through 7 until you see only a small loop on your inside cords.

Once you reach the end where only a small loop is showing from your inside cords, pull the working end all the way through your previous loop and pull tight.

Bring the working end through the small loop left by the inner cords and pull tight. You may also want to pull the top strand of your inner cord to fully close this final loop. Trim and melt any excess cords.

This wrap used 10 ft of 550 paracord to make 4 ½ inches of wrap. The handle was less than ¾ inch in diameter. Larger diameter handles will use more paracord.